
Ethnic groups denied
scheduled debate on R84

Discussion of Resolution 84 was stymied by an
unannounced change to the agenda at the
national consultation on cross-cultural ministry

in Geelong mid-May. 
A rare gathering of delegates from ethnic congregations around
Australia came and went without real sharing of views on the
critical issue of sexuality.  Not even when president-elect Gregor
Henderson outlined the motions on sexuality to be discussed at
the July Assembly was any provision made for debate on them. 
In publicity for the consultation, participants were informed
that 75 minutes would be devoted to sexuality and leadership
questions.  It was expected that the issue of R84 would have
been raised.  Instead, when delegates arrived they found that
‘there was no time’ for that item of business. 
Whatever the rationale for the decision, it effectively silenced
the widespread opposition to R84 among the church’s migrant,
ethnic and indigenous  members. Nor was opportunity given
Reforming Alliance members who were present to engage in
discussion. Not only was an opportunity missed for the 150
delegates, who came from all states and synods; an even more
serious situation may have been created. 
It is possible that the Assembly will be told that there was little
opposition to R84 from delegates to the consultation, who
represent and speak for migrant, ethnic and indigenous
congregations. True, little was said against R84.  But this was
because no opportunity was given for discussion of the issue. 
RA chairman Max Champion reported that much splendid
dialogue took place on matters of concern to multi-cultural
congregations. These included lengthy debate about the
difference between ‘multi-cultural’ and ‘cross-cultural’, and a
half day visit to the Narana Creations indigenous project run by
the Victoria-Tasmania synod. Another important issue was the
relationships between Anglo-Celtic, migrant, indigenous and
cross-cultural groups in the church. 
Consultation chairman and chair of the Assembly multicultural
reference group, the Rev. Liva Tukutama (ACT) said he hoped
the sexuality debate could take place without argument over
biblical and theological questions. He was supported by
incoming Victoria-Tasmania moderator the Rev. Jason Kioa,
who said discussion of sexuality was difficult for multi-cultural
congregations because it was not acceptable in their cultures to
talk openly about sexuality.  
Fellow Tongan the Rev. Lu Senituli disagreed. He said sexuality
was not primarily a cultural question but one of scripture and
theology.  Sexuality must be treated as such. 
Recent history suggests that Assembly officials tend falsely to
promote the view that the migrant-ethnic and
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The only prayer 
for this hour 

ON the eve of the Brisbane Assembly,
this issue of ReForming is focused
on the sexuality motions and the

preparation of RA members, both those
who will attend Assembly and those who
will follow closely whatever decisions are
taken. To this end we include guidelines
for prayer for the church at large and for
those who support RA’s position on
sexuality. 

It is natural that prayer should be
offered for the outcome each individual
desires. This means that all who pray for
the reversal of R84 will know that just as
much earnest prayer will be offered for its
instatement in Uniting Church polity. Our
prayer encounters the mystery of a will
that neither takes up the desires of one
party or another, nor is found in the
decisions of either. It follows that the only
prayer for this crucial time is “your will be
done”. 

This does not mean there is no place for
action. In the ongoing debate and publicity
of two equally determined parties, ‘action’
means talk, and the collision between
reasoned and emotive argument is
unavoidable. At the present time emotion
is in the ascendancy, partly because the
church’s official information channels are
controlled by the R84 lobby, and partly
because all contemporary public debate is
dominated by emotion; not reason or logic.
Thinking, it seems, is too hard these days. 

As a result foolish notions and
misinformation flourish inside and outside
the church, especially on the subject of
homo-eroticism. Language, the instrument
of communion, has long been prostituted
to the needs of ‘communication’, and
communication is corrupted into the
masking of meaning and truth. In the
sexuality debate, the pro-R84 lobby has
introduced the language of ‘gender’ as if it
implies one among several optional forms
of sexuality. 

Thus we are encouraged to discard the
fundamental biblical male/female diversity
that energises human life; ‘gender’
replaces it with artificial
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• National and Synod leaders. 
• Specific people, especially members and

supporters of RA and EMU who are
members of the Assembly, and prayer
intercessors and supporters who will be at
the Assembly.

• Task Groups, Councils and Congregations 
• Local clergy, leaders and ‘pew people’. 

How do we pray?
The question often posed is “How do we pray?”
Jesus answered that same question by saying, 
“This, then, is how you should pray: ‘Our Father in
heaven, hallowed be your name…” (Matthew 6:9
and Luke 11:2).  
The Apostle Paul said, “Pray in the Spirit on all
occasions with all kinds of prayers and requests.
With this in mind, be alert and always keep praying
for the saints…” (Eph. 6:18) Paul also said, “Do not
be anxious about anything but in everything, by
prayer and petition, with thanksgiving present your
request to God. And the peace of God, which
transcends all understanding, will guard your
hearts and minds in Christ Jesus.” (Phil. 4:6).
The Lord’s brother, the Apostle James, said: “If
anyone lacks wisdom, He should ask God, who
gives generously to all without finding fault, and it
will be given…” (Jas. 1:5).

Personally, I like to…
Pray for people, not against them. God alone is
judge of the heart of an individual.
Pray into situations, but stand against
unrighteousness and ungodliness.
Pray with those of like mind, and on behalf of
those who are downtrodden and weak.
Pray in the Spirit when human words fail,
allowing the language of heaven to flow.
Pray passionately but without acrimony when
considering leadership or councils of the church,
which appear to be outside the Scriptural and
traditional foundations of the Church.
Pray graciously, seeking God’s blessing and saving
grace for all the Church. (Rom. 12:17–21)

I believe we need to…
Pray for wisdom…Wisdom for leaders, for
councils, for preachers, for our selves…
Pray for revival… Revival for the whole church,
not just pockets here and there…
Pray for courage… Courage and a holy boldness

for the evangelical leadership just like the Lord
sought from Joshua (Joshua ch. 1) because the Lord
was with him and God’s tomorrow was unfolding.
Pray for the release of the Spirit…Release where
sin or unrighteousness blocks His mighty flow.
Pray for opportunities… Opportunities to declare
the Gospel and its eternal and unchanging truths.
Pray for righteousness… Righteousness to exalt
our nation and our Church as a vital part of the
well being of our nation.
Pray for healing…Healing for the church we love
and are called to, that she might rise again from her
death throes and blossom anew under a fresh
outpouring of God’s love and abundant grace.

A word on travailing prayer…
It is the movement of a baby towards birth that
brings the travail/pain. Travail does not begin the
birth process, but actually moves the process
forward. That being the case, the pain we feel at
present may well be God’s new birth process for
the UCA already under way!

A Call to Prayer for the UCA

The Rev Rob Tann, prayer convener and RA member, writes that across the Uniting
Church at this time, prayer needs are many, diverse, and vital. Situations to pray for
include growth, outreach, division and loss of people – including ordained leaders and

whole congregation. He summarises the need for prayer as follows: 

PRAYER SUPPORT
There will be continuing prayer

during Assembly.
•  Ten RA intercessors will be living

in at King’s College. 

•  Pray for them and the RA team.

•  Those wanting prayer updates,
please provide details (email,
postal address) to the RA office.

BIG PUBLIC RALLY
Brisbane, Sunday July 9

The Reforming Alliance urges as many
congregations as possible to attend a

Brisbane city gathering to oppose R84 
by their presence and prayers.

Details of time and place from RA website

www.reformingalliance.org.au
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Sexuality proposals at 
Assembly: a summary   

By Peter Bentley

This is a short summary. Members should read
the full details and rationale. My comments
appear in italics. A full report of proposals

received, the process of amalgamation and original
texts is found on the 11th Assembly website, along
with an outline of the arrangements for debate.
Negotiation and amalgamation frequently occur so
that similar proposals may be considered together,
or proposers given the opportunity to join together
under one proposal or a newly worded proposal.
Proposals come from synods, presbyteries and
individual members of Assembly. The number
below refers to the number the Assembly has given
the actual proposal. 

There are 8 primary proposals (34 – 41) and two
proposals (51 – 52) regarded as secondary to the
initial debate.  The manual for meetings is the basis
for decision-making, and is available on the
Assembly website. The initial published timetable
had the following scheduled arrangements for the
sexuality discussion: (this could change).

Friday 7th July, 2 pm – 4pm: 
Introductory and Deliberative Sessions
All proposals are presented (70 minutes) After the
introduction the deliberative session discusses the
topic: ‘Do we need one policy for the whole
church? Why/Why Not?’ (45 minutes). This session
is a consideration of, and perhaps opportunity to
highlight Resolution 84.
Community Groups: Assembly members move to
Community Groups to continue  discussion from
4.30 – 5.45 pm.  Major issues are often considered in
small groups. Each group reports in a set form,
which provides the Facilitation Committee with
information to form a ranking, or opinion,  on the
primary question from the first session, as well as to
develop suggestions for amalgamation, and note
questions which need to be considered. I perceive
the groups will be under considerable time pressure.

Saturday 8th July, 10 am– 10.30 am: 
Facilitation group report
This is the summary and analysis of the community
group discussion, and thus a basis is outlined for 
the way forward in discussion the next day. The
Assembly explanation talks about a “preferred
proposal” coming forth as a result.
Sunday 9th July (The first and perhaps only major
debate?) discussion continues.
9.30 am – 10.30 am and 11 am – 12.10 pm: 
Monday 10th July
2 pm – 3.30 pm debate continued (“if required”).

Proposals numbered by Assembly:
34. Sexuality and Leadership # 1  
(Qld. synod, supported by presbyteries of  Frome, 
Mary Burnett, Mallee, North Queensland, The Coorong
and The Downs)
This is the RA initiated proposal, with an introduction
added to demonstrate the need for support for our
indigenous and migrant-ethnic members.

35. Sexuality and Leadership # 2 
(Presbytery of Bremer Brisbane)  
This supports the Qld Synod position on sexuality; 
a conservative position.

36. Sexuality and Leadership # 3
(Presbytery of Mid North Coast)
Basically the MNC Presbytery Statement/Policy on
Sexuality which arose out of the Post 1997 Assembly
discussion in 1997-1998. See Point 7, which states: (7).

“We affirm the Assembly Statement regarding 
the importance of responsible sexual behaviour 
and declaring that all practices of sexuality which
are exploitative and demeaning to be unacceptable
and contradictory to God’s purpose for us. We
understand unacceptable practices to include sexual
harassment, sexual abuse, casual sex, promiscuity,
adultery, and other forms of sexual relationships
outside the context of marriage.”

37. Sexuality and Leadership # 4 
(Ian Pearson, David Beasland)  

Uses much of the general affirming language of the liberal
church, and basically proposes the affirmation of ‘right
relationships’.

38. Sexuality and Leadership # 5
(Rosemary Hudson Miller and Andrew Clarke) 

A more explicitly direct proposal (than 37), which outlines 
a substantial part of a liberal agenda for the church.

39. Sexuality and Leadership # 6 
(Synod of Victoria and Tasmania supported by
presbyteries of Barwon, Gippsland, Maroondah and
Tasmania). 

Effectively re-affirms Resolution 84 and the status quo by
curtailing any debate at this Assembly.

40. Sexuality and Leadership # 7 
(Synod of Western Australia. Supported by the Synod
of NSW. Clause 4 supported by the presbytery of
Swan).  Basically affirms Resolution 84. 

41. Sexuality and Leadership # 8  
(David Pitman (Qld. moderator) and Jenny Tymms
(Qld. synod secretary).  

An individual proposal, presented by two high profile synod
officers. Proposes a type of conscience register for evangel-
ical members, and also amazingly, a curtailment of further
debate until 2018 (unless a required number of synods and
presbyteries request). Can one Assembly bind another?
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51. Guidance re Policies related to sexuality  
(Presbytery of Central Queensland)  
This requests practical guidelines for the implementation of
any existing or amended policies.

52. Impact of 84 on ecumenical relations 
(Stephen Estherby and Stuart Pendlebury)
Both are RA and EMU members.  Raises the difficulties
that have arisen with some ecumenical partners.

constructs that confuse and bewilder.
RA chairman Max Champion says the ‘gay’ lobby has
redefined sexuality by distinguishing multiple categories
by which people identify themselves – as heterosexuals,
homosexuals, bisexuals, transsexuals and so on.

Thus the door is opened to forms of sexuality which
permit individuals to pick and choose according to
personal preference.  As a result some would replace
the New Testament declaration that in Christ “there is
neither Jew nor Greek, slave nor free, male nor female,
for you are all one in Christ Jesus” with the invented
notion of a plurality of genders.  We have discarded
what is given in Christ for the self-proclaimed freedom
of individual rights. The result, says Max Champion, is
to make diversity a pretext for claiming whatever rights
we can secure, in a society that cares more about how
people feel than how they discriminate between truth
and falsehood.   

The tragedy that may overtake the Uniting Church at
the coming Assembly is that its true unity may be
revealed as nothing less than the antinomianism of our
secularised value-system, rather than in the glorious
non-conformity to the world to which the gospel so
eloquently calls Christ’s people. 

Wrong assumptions about the
future Uniting Church 
First in a new series from Peter Bentley

1.  “The future of the church lies with
liberal theology” 
Some believe there will be a flood of new members
when the church fully adopts a liberal theological
basis. I do not know why they believe this, as there 
is no evidence to back up their belief. These people
may be sincerely deluded or have some other agenda.
Sometimes people highlight the beliefs of non-
attending Uniting Church affiliates and note their
similarly liberal social ideas, and raise the expectation
that a truly liberal church will attract these people to
worship.
Some may be attracted, but they will be few in
number and they will mainly attend niche market
churches which can afford to maintain ministry,
perhaps due to their location or property income.
Most denominations will not gain members from a
strong liberal based theology. People do not readily
join churches which have vague and amorphous ideas.
If you are looking for certain ethics and values then
you are more likely to find them outside the church,

and most humanists are quite honest about their lack
of interest in the trappings of the Christian church.
For many liberal churches, the social message is the
primary concern, but today there are many quasi-
religious groups who are far more active and, one
could say, even more evangelistic in their recruiting
zeal. Why bother to attend a liberal church?
The main Protestant churches that are growing, 
and certainly growing Uniting congregations, are
conservative and evangelical, and concerned with
personal conversion. They still believe in leading
people to Christ, and acknowledge that we are all
sinful, not troubled people who need a little bit of
advice or social help.
If the Assembly continues to alienate Uniting
evangelical churches, it will hasten the overall
congregational demise.

indigenous groups do not speak with one voice, 
and that opponents of R84 are few in number.  
They seem to believe that opposition to R84 and the
agenda it encapsulates is likely to diminish. This
opinion is reinforced by the stated desire of cross-
cultural congregations to remain in the Uniting
Church, so long as their position is respected and
there is no attempt to enforce a change of beliefs on
sexuality.  Last November a communique issued by
some migrant-ethnic leaders affirmed their wish to
continue in the UCA. 
The Geelong consultation followed a national
gathering of Chinese congregation leaders in
Melbourne, attended by Gregor Henderson and 
the Rev. Helen Richmond. To this gathering RA
chairman Max Champion put the question : “How
will you feel if or when the Uniting Church becomes
actively involved in supporting legislation of same-
sex marriage in Federal and State parliaments?” 
He asked whether such a move would shatter the
church’s unity as far as ethnic congregations were
concerned.  Dr. Champion said he was not scare-
mongering,  and cited a comment after the last
Assembly by the Rev. Dorothy McRae-McMahon,
that R84 was the first step towards the goal of state-
approved same-sex marriage.  
Rights for gay, lesbian, bi-sexual and trans-gendered
people are a major focus of social justice units. In
contradiction to their claim as ‘justice advocates’, 
no UC social justice body has showed any interest 
in counselling people wanting to come out of
homosexuality. This is consistent with the omission
in Assembly booklet Sexuality and Leadership, of any
article about those who have left that way of life
behind. These are the Church’s forgotten members. 
Dr. Champion said homosexuality was not an
attribute of the same order as skin color or genetic
determination, despite popular misconceptions.
Homo-eroticism involved complex factors of
physiological predisposition, social environment and
– crucially – personal choice. 

Ethnic groups denied scheduled debate on R84 (from p. 1)
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